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FROM THE SECRETARY’S DESK. 
 
What have we been doing since the last magazine? 
 
During the month of February 2007, the Society had an exhibit on display at the Darwin City 
Council's “19.2.1942” - Anniversary of the Bombing of Darwin - at the Old Commonwealth 
Bank Building in Darwin Mall.  It was a display of Police during WW2 and included 
content on the Nackeroos, that is, Police who were on loan to an Army Special Unit during 
the War. 
This display will move later this year to Alice Springs and Timber Creek. 
 
Other displays include: 
 
 • Old Territory Police Stations prior to 1950s planned for the Public Safety  
  Expo (first week of July); 
 • NT Police & Crime in the 1950s for Heritage Week at Myilly Point 
  (June 1-12); 
. • A display for the RPANT reunion in September (It will be on old codgers....) 
 
We hope to have these exhibits travel to other centres later in the year. 
 
The Museum provided information, content and images to ABC television for a segment in a 
program called, “Can You Help Us?”.  The topic is the Alice Springs Hijacking (1972) in 
which Const. Paul Sandeman was wounded.  The program goes to air at 6.30pm on 27.7.07. 
 
Anyone having memorabilia from the past relating to the N.T. Police Force is urged to 
contact the Museum. In particular photos and details of service of past members is needed for 
individual files. 
 
Meanwhile at the Society House (House 3 behind PMC) the volunteers are still assessing and 
preserving photographs, documents of Police history and researching former colleagues and 
events. 
 
We could do with some help.  All of our volunteers are retired people who spend some time 
during the week at the House.  The work is continuous and ongoing.  The Society provides 
air conditioned premises, tea, coffee, bikkies and an interest in the history of the Territory 
Police.  Not only do we contribute to our own magazine Citation, but also often to the NT 
Police News (Association). 
 
We require assistance in researching our records to answer the queries we receive, someone to 
use the computer to catalogue our historical pieces, and a member to help or take over 
compiling the displays that we do.  One morning a week is all the commitment is asking. 
 
Renewals for membership for the Northern Territory Police Museum and Historical 
Society are due on 30.6.2007. 
$150 for life membership - $15 for full and associate members. 
 
Barry Frew. 
P.S. The Timber Creek Police Museum re-opens for the Dry season at the end of May. 
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CHIT CHAT 
 
I forgot to mention in the last Citation that Ken and Alice Pascoe visited the Museum last 
September.  They later attended the National Police Memorial Dedication on the 29th 
September 2006.  Their son Ken, lives and works in Canberra. 
 
In a Society notice dated 18 August 2001, it is noted that the Officers’ Corp of the Northern 
Territory Police had recently donated $3000 towards the purchase on a new computer which 
included a cd burner, scanner and printer.   
 
In the same notice mention is made of the Society’s Darwin Show 2001 display – John Rowe 
was the driving force behind the exhibit.  Such donations and dedicated efforts are unknown 
to many if old records are not examined from time to time. 
 
Russell Smith and wife, Linda (formerly Ashcroft), on a visit from Canberra in April, helped 
out with the identification of former members from photographs held here at the Museum. 
 
During a recent extended trip South, we were delighted to catch up with a number of dear 
friends. 
In Adelaide we saw Valerie Gilroy whose daughter, Brigeen, is teaching in England. Val’s 
daughter, Tricia, and her two children live close by at Seaford. 
Marlene McNeill keeps in regular contact with former members in Adelaide and surrounds, 
and will herself be coming to Darwin in early July. 
A little further South at Normanville, we enjoyed afternoon tea with Marlene Ilett and her 
daughter, Alicia, who is home from the States.  At the time Jack was in Darwin to see his 
grandson, Jarrod, play football. 
Peter and June Hamon are still happily caravanning around Australia, and our paths crossed 
at Strathalbyn where we had a good old chin wag. 
 
Reminiscing about old times in the Territory was the order of the day when we visited with 
"Gentleman" Jack Coghlan at Mount Eliza. Jack is presently visiting Darwin where two of 
his daughters live. 
Roger Textor's five children, grandchildren and one great grand child live in Canberra.  Roger 
in his usual enthusiastic way has a busy life filled with a wide variety of interests. 
Pat and Lynette Grant at Taree are in close proximity to their daughter, Marie, and her 
husband, John Orrock (former NT police officer) and their children who live at nearby 
Wingham. 
Mick and Kay Palmer have "discovered" golf, and overlook a beautiful golf course at Banora 
Point.  Both are well, and keep physically fit with a regime that involves lots of long walks - 
and what a great area to enjoy walking. 
 
Dana McLaughlin (widow of Phil McLaughlin) lives at Labrador on the Gold Coast.  Her 
son, Philip, and grandson Joshua joined us for afternoon tea.  Another son, Paul, and his 
family live here in Darwin. 
We surprised Marie Lincoln with a visit to her home in the Brisbane suburb of Jamboree 
Heights, and enjoyed the added bonus of seeing one of her beautiful daughters, Celeste. 
Peter and Carmen Aebersold have settled in very comfortably at Caboolture, and Peter has 
added boating to his list of interests; he and Carmen have purchased a 26ft Huon pine 
Baycruiser named "Stumpy". 
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THE FIRST REPORTED INCIDENT OF ACTION OF A 
POLICE NATURE IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY 

 
The following are extracts from former Commissioner Bill McLaren's manuscript “The 
Northern Territory and its Police Forces”:- 
 
Attempted Settlement in North Australia by Britain. 
 
There were no settlements along the northern coastline of Australia and at that time Britain 
believed the French or Dutch might make a settlement there and lay claim to that part of the 
country.  It was therefore proposed that settlements be established at Port Essington on 
Coburg Peninsula, which is the most northern part of the mainland of Northern Territory, and 
also at Melville Island.  It was proposed that they be military stations. 
 
On Melville Island on the 26th September 1824, Captain J. J. G. Bremmer established a 
settlement at a place he named Fort Dundas.  The settlement suffered many setbacks 
including the effects of the climate, sickness and no regular supplies.   
 
The Colonial Secretary had decided that a second settlement should be established on or in 
the vicinity of Coburg Peninsula.  Captain James Stirling arrived at Raffles Bay on the 18th 
June 1827 and immediately gave orders to build Fort Wellington.  This settlement was 
abandoned at the end of August 1829.  Since the settlement at Fort Dundas had been 
abandoned in March 1829, Britain no longer had a base in Northern Australia. 
 
Because of the likelihood of the establishment, by some foreign power, of a trading post in 
the northern area which could have a detrimental effect on the colonies in the other parts of 
Australia, representations were made in England for the establishment of a further settlement 
in North Australia. This was agreed to. The settlement was to be at Port Essington under the 
command of Captain Gordon Bremer. The Royal Marines under Captain John McArthur 
were to comprise the garrison. 
 
H.M.S. ships Alligator and Britomat sailed from Plymouth on 19th February 1838.  After an 
eventful voyage, the Alligator under Bremer called at Adelaide in 1838 where they took on 
additional Royal Marines who had been acting as the police force for the colony. They 
arrived at Port Essington at the end of October.  They sailed down the harbour for 17 miles 
and selected a site for a settlement on the 3rd November 1838. 
 
Abandonment of Port Essington  
. . 
However, in 1846 the Admiralty decided that the Royal Marines were to be withdrawn from 
Port Essington with a view to vacating the settlement. 
 
In November 1849 the warship H.M.S. Meander arrived to complete the job.  They took on 
board stores and equipment and on 30th November all personnel embarked and the Meander 
sailed.  This brought to an end the third British attempt at settlement in North Australia. 
 
While bearing in mind that Port Essington was a military settlement and did not have a civil 
police force, an incident occurred involving the death of a native which drew much attention 
to Sergeant William Masland, the senior constable at the settlement. 
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Masland and four armed marines had apprehended some natives for stealing and were 
escorting them in a boat. A native man and a native boy freed themselves and dived 
overboard in an attempt to escape to land. The boy was recaptured but the native man did not 
stop when called upon, and when coming up for air, was shot by Masland.  His body was 
recovered next day.  Masland was arrested and charged with the killing.  Evidence was taken 
and Masland was released to appear before the Supreme Court in Sydney. 
 
The papers and evidence which were forwarded to the Colonial Secretary were referred to the 
Attorney General who was satisfied that the native was a lawful prisoner who, when escaping 
and called upon to stop, failed to do so.  He stated that the shooting was justified and 
therefore the continuance of the prosecution was not warranted. 
This is perhaps the first reported incident of action of a police nature in the Northern 
Territory. 
 
THE FIRST CIVILIAN POLICE APPOINTED IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY 
Extracted from an article by an unknown author titled, “Settlement in the Northern 
Territory”. 
 
In the year 1863, the portion of North Australia now known as the Northern Territory was 
transferred from the Colony of New South Wales to South Australia.  Hence the name 
Northern Territory which signified the Northern Territory of South Australia. 
 
On the 14th April, 1864, Finniss was named as the first Government Resident of the Northern 
Territory.  He was given instructions to proceed to Adam Bay and there to find a site suitable 
for a city.  If this site was unsuitable, he was to explore elsewhere, including the areas of Port 
Darwin and Victoria River. 
 
Finniss's expedition had 40 men in the party.  His second in command was J.T.Manton, a 
surveyor.   On the 23rd April, 1864, the expedition left Port Adelaide in the sailing ships 
Henry Ellis, Beatrice and Yatala, which carried store and livestock. 
 
The expedition arrived at Escape Cliffs in June of 1864.  The men in the expedition were 
divided into the following categories - surveyors, deputy surveyors, draughtsmen, chainmen, 
survey hands, boatmen, carpenters and a blacksmith.  Finniss found it necessary to appoint 
seven men to serve in what he called the Rural Constabulary.  They were Acting Inspector 
LITCHFIELD, Constables F.FINNISS, DOUGALL, BOYD, S.KING, G.CHRISTIE and 
J.ROSS. 
These men were the first civilian police to be appointed in the Northern Territory. 
 
There was considerable trouble with the blacks in the area and a stockade was built; this was 
manned by the Rural Constabulary.  They were responsible for the protection of life and 
property and to apprehend offenders. 
 
The constables also carried out the duties of stockmen, drivers and members of the exploring 
parties.  The members of the force received the same rate of pay as a constable of Police in 
Adelaide. 
 
In Finniss's financial estimates for the year 1866, the Police and Gaol Department was listed 
as follows - one sub-inspector; one sergeant; ten constables, two Turnkeys and one assistant 
turnkey. 
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LETTERS FROM WARTIME DARWIN BY GORDON BIRT 
 
In the November 2006 issue of Citation, the article “Darwin Bombed” featured extracts from 
letters written by Gordon to his Mother.  In this issue extracts from the final five letters, and 
some comments later written by Gordon, make up the following article. 
 

17th March 1942 
Dear Mother, 
 
Yesterday we were raided, two flights of seven planes each came over and attacked the 
R.A.A.F. Drome, most bombs however missed their target and dropped in the bush.  It was a 
hit and run raid, they dropped their bombs and off.  It was 2.30 in the afternoon, I was just 
going over to the post office to post some official mail, and a letter to Jean, also sign for some 
registered mail, and I told the cook where I was going when I heard the roar of planes, but as 
there had been no warning I thought it must be our own, but I was soon disillusioned as A.A. 
guns opened fire straight away, and there was a continual series of loud explosions.  I rushed 
into the kitchen, left the mail on the table; and raced to the office and got my tin hat, and 
almost fell into our slit trench. Joe the cook was there before me.  After a time there was dead 
silence, and I came out and found no planes about, they didn't stay long.  There were a few 
casualties at the R.A.A.F.  I suppose the nearest bomb that dropped to us would be about 
three miles as the crow flies. 
 
The tin hat rash is quite better now.  l only wear a tin hat now whilst a raid is on.  Don't you 
worry I will be well on my way when we hear of an invasion.  I guarantee Sir Malcolm 
Campbell, the racing motorist, could not catch me.  But of course we cannot leave without 
orders, but it is not possible to get orders and if things look bad we will depart without them. 
Strategically Darwin is not a good place, we have a narrow neck of land with sea on both 
sides to get out of and we would need a fair warning. 
 

19th March, 1942. 
Dear Mother, 
 
As there has just been a bombing raid over the town area, thought I had better write and let 
you know that I am O.K.  I had an exceptionally busy day today, had court this morning, and 
two Aboriginal prisoners were sentenced, also have to dispatch quite a heap of code wires in 
connection with two men stealing a Govt. car, and just after noon the Parap police came and 
reported one of the prisoners escaped.  It is no reflection on me as the Parap police had him 
locked up out there.  I dispatched a posse of police to search for him, and at 12.50 p.m. 
commenced dinner, and had just finished the first course when we heard planes approaching, 
and then the siren went and we promptly went to our slit trenches.  A little later A.A. guns 
commenced firing and then I could hear the bombs coming, a whistling sort of hissing sound. 
Then a series of detonations which did not sound far away.  After we came out before "All 
Clear", I dispatched men to look for casualties or damage.  They returned and reported 54 
bombs dropped from Myilly Point to the corner of Smith and Da1y Streets.  Nearest to here 
would be the last named about 500 yards away.  Some damage reported to houses but no 
casualties reported yet.  Don't worry about me I am taking the bombings alright, and it didn't 
spoil my dinner as I came back and had a good helping of sweets.  Those damned Japs 
always seem to catch me at dinner time just as I am halfway through it.  Our cook poor Joe 
Doyle was absolutely terrified.  He was in a slit trench with me and he was quivering.  Poor 
chap I must endeavour to get him away, he had a doing in the first raid, was blown through 
two doorways, approximately 15 yards.  I wasn't thinking about air raids today, too busy. 
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Still practicing Morse Code at night and am getting on well. 
 
Well Mother I guess I must close now, am very busy getting some wires done and warrants 
etc. fixed up.  Give my love to all, including the Rankines. 
 

Monday 23rd March 1942 
Dear Mother, 
 
Had our sixth air raid yesterday.  It was only a small one and I hardly knew it was on.  It was 
confined mainly to the R.A.A.F. Drome, although some machine gunning took place at 
Fannie Bay.  Also heard there was a raid at Katherine confined to the Aerodrome.  We get 
numerous alarms and alerts now every day, no less than six yesterday.  We have had one 
today so far.  These rather try one's patience somehow; sometimes you just come out of your 
shelter after an "All Clear" and the alarm goes again.  Still it has its funny side.  I couldn't 
help laughing yesterday to see some of the lads transformed from inertia to instant activity as 
they run to their shelters.  You only have to see someone running and we are all running.  I 
guarantee when I am back South and hear a few short toots on a siren or whistle it will set me 
running.  There is a plane overhead now and I just thought I heard a siren and ran to the back 
door, but it was one of our own Lougheed planes, and I only thought I heard a siren. 
 
Well the afternoon is wearing on, we all feel glad when it is getting near sundown as we feel 
we can relax then.  Today at lunch time I was getting my sweets (tinned Apricots) and said, 
"Every time I am getting my Sweets there is an alarm so get ready".  I had just started to eat 
them when away goes the siren, so I just shoved them into the ice chest and bolted for my 
shelter.  "All Clear" went after 25 minutes.  One plane came over, probably one of our own. 
Sirens going again I must be off.  Back again - a false alarm.  Please excuse ink smudge on 
front page, I just did that.  Will continue this letter later on in the afternoon. 
 

Friday 27th March 1942 
Dear Mother, 
 
Today is rather close and sultry with low black clouds seems like rain threatening again, we 
had a storm last night.  Two fires in Darwin last night or rather early this morning, two 
unoccupied Chinese stores were totally destroyed.  One was Fang Chong Loongs' and the 
other Sun Hing Kee's.  This is the fourth fire during the last three weeks.  Looks like an 
incendiary at work setting fire to them.  Every unoccupied house and store in Darwin has 
been thoroughly and systematically looted.  Chests of drawers, cupboards, boxes etc. have 
been opened and their contents strewn from one end of the houses to the other.  The sack of 
Moscow by the French in Napoleon's time is not in it.  After the Russians abandoned 
Moscow a series of mysterious fires broke out in different parts of the town, so history is, 
repeating itself in Darwin. 
 
Comments on Letter No.8 by Gordon Birt 
 
Fang Chong Loong's shop, mentioned in above letter as destroyed by fire on 26th, made 
Northern Territory police uniforms.  A few days before the fire military police brought into 
the station 17 Chinese seamen found on Fang Chong Loong's premises, one of them clutching 
a tube of toothpaste.  The shop earlier had been thoroughly looted, so there was nothing else 
to take.  The seamen were from the motor vessel "Tulagi" which escaped damage during the 
first raid by sheltering in the mangroves where it grounded, but was refloated during high 
tide.  Refused war risk money the crew left the ship.  Accommodated in the old hospital 
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building, they were to be deported south on 31st March.  I granted them bail on their own 
recognisances to appear in court on lst April, the day after they would have left.   
 
As the result of the two Aboriginals found with the Japanese airmen on Melville Island on the 
17th, army security evidently believed that if Japanese invaded they would use Aboriginals as 
guides.  So an order was made for all Aboriginals in the Darwin area to be rounded up, and sent 
up country by train.  Being requested to assist the provost corps in this operation, I ordered 
Sergeant McKinnon and six constables to take part.  A large number of blacks found at Shoal 
Bay were loaded into military trucks to join a train waiting at the Ten Mile.  When my men 
returned Sergeant McKinnon told me that approaching the Ten Mile in the trucks, planes were 
heard coming.  Stopping the vehicles, military and civil police raced for cover.  Not shifting the 
Aboriginals called out, "American planes".  And so they were; a squadron of Kittyhawks 
arriving to boost our defences, and red-faced soldiers and policemen returned to the vehicles. 
 
I did not agree with the Army view that Aboriginals would act as guides for any invading 
Japanese.  Another fatuous suggestion from military intelligence was that roof-top signs such as 
"Hotel Darwin" and "Darwin Steam Laundry" be removed so that Japanese pilots would not 
know if they were over Darwin. 
 

Sunday 29th March 1942 
Dear Mother. 
 
Last night was a wonderfully cool night; I had to pull a blanket over myself in the middle of 
the night.  I never worry about planes and air raids at night.  The night before last about 3 
a.m. a plane flew low over the house with the searchlights on it, and I got up, but as no ack 
ack fire concluded it was one of our own. 
 
The Japs were over again yesterday.  We heard short toots on the sirens at quarter to one, and 
at five to one seven bombers came over and headed straight for the R.A.A.F. Drome.  The 
A.A. guns gave them hell and they passed over, and then we heard the bombs dropping.  I 
believe that most of them missed their target, and dropped in the bush the other side of the 
Drome.  Heard there was no damage and no casualties.  Saw black smoke out that way after 
they had gone.  Our fighters were up before they came, and we heard various tales.  One 
military officer told us that the whole seven were shot down, and later we heard that three 
were shot down, and one probably shot down.  The warning system worked well yesterday. 
With the exception of last Sunday, when planes do come over our usual warning has either 
been A.A. fire or bombs dropping.  Last Sunday we had ample warning but it was only a 
small raid. 
 
One iniquitous pest around here is the "furphy spreader".  They come around and tell you the 
most astonishing tales, either all Jap planes shot down, or a big convoy sighted somewhere, 
and afterwards you find that there is not an atom of truth in what they say.  One of our police 
is a principal offender, and others are military officers, A.R.P. men etc. 
 
Yesterday we heard that 28 bombers were on their way, and the others were turned back by 
our fighters.  However this is probably another "furphy". 
 
The portion of the town around the old police station, and the old post office is a scene of 
desolation, and I hate being around there at all.  The wrecked barracks, Charley Clark's house 
flattened to the ground, and the post office, Residency, and Government offices with gaping 
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holes in the roofs, broken windows and general abandoned appearances, makes one think of 
other days when they were a hive of activity. 
 
For the sake of old memories I would be very glad to be out of this place.  It is like a ghost 
town, places that were full of people are now empty and deserted.  Houses that I have 
frequently visited in the past are shut up and empty, and most probably looted. 
 

1st April, 1942 
Dear Mother, 
 
April Fools Day today and the Japs have fooled us today by not coming so far.  It is now 7 
p.m. and I suppose they still have time as there is a good moon tonight.  They raided us on 
Monday, and twice yesterday, once about 1.15 p.m. and again at twenty past ten last night. 
Their objective each time was the R.A.A.F. Drome.  I went to bed last night at 9.30 p.m., and 
was awakened from sleep by one of our chaps at quarter past ten.  I then heard the General 
Alarm, short toots on the sirens.  They came about five minutes afterwards, three planes.  The 
searchlights picked them up, and must have blinded them as all bombs dropped well away 
from the Drome, in the bush.  They haven't found out yet where they dropped them.  I guess I 
didn't feel too courageous last night crouched in a slit trench, as one wouldn't be after being 
roused from a deep sleep.  However there was worse to follow.  While the Japs were here 
there was a big storm working up from the South-East, and after they had gone the winds 
blew, rain poured down accompanied by thunder and lightning.  I was just dozing off to sleep 
when there was a terrific blinding flash, a crackling and deafening peal of thunder, it seemed 
like lightning hit the roof.  I tried the electric light afterwards but it wouldn't go on, must have 
blown a fuse somewhere.  However they were fixed today.  It frightened me worse than the 
bombers. 
 
Don't know how long we will be kept here now, but I don't think it will be very much longer, 
there is some movement on foot.  I have been told certain things but I can't divulge them. 
However, if I am transferred I will let you know as soon as possible. 
 
Thursday 2/4/42. No raids or alarms yesterday.  We must surely get one today.  We took it in 
turns last night watching for planes, we all did an hour and 40 minutes each; I did mine from 
1.20 a.m. to three a.m.  Tonight I am doing from one a.m. to 2.30 a.m.  We are cutting it short 
by an hour, and we will only do one and a half hours each.  We had a bit of a storm last night 
and it rained heavily while it lasted, but it did not last very long.  Today is a bight clear day 
with hardly a cloud in the sky. 
 
Comments on Letter No. 10, 
 
The arrival of a squadron of Kittyhawk Fighters based at the R.A.A.F. Aerodrome provided 
some opposition to the Japanese aircraft which hitherto had the air practically to themselves. 
Resulting from the fights put up by the Kittyhawks in daytime raids, the Japanese staged their 
first night raid about 10.20 p.m. on 31st March.  Blinded by our searchlights the three 
bombers in their night raid did little damage.  This followed an earlier raid about 1.15 p.m. 
The target on both raids was the R.A.A.F. Aerodrome. 
 
The raid on 2nd April was the most frightening that I experienced, as bombs were dropped on 
our McMinn Street, adjoining Harvey Street, and surrounding areas.  Although the nearest 
bomb crater in the roadway of McMinn Street was about 150 yards from our temporary 
police station and quarters, others were found much nearer on private property.  Many of 
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these were anti-personnel bombs which we termed daisy cutters as they flattened the 
surrounding grass, and raised mounds rather than craters.  Filled with jagged off cuts of steel, 
some of which would cut a person in two if struck, they were deadly.  The bombs being 
dropped from right overhead sounded like express trains going through tunnels, rather than 
the whistling sound of those dropped further away. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The next raid was on the 4th April, early in the afternoon.  The alarm system worked well, and 
we had ample warning from the sirens.  Kittyhawk fighters were up before the bombers 
arrived, and soon got stuck into them.  Crouched in a slit trench I heard a Japanese bomber 
screaming in a power dive, and the machine gun fire of pursuing Kittyhawks, followed by a 
crashing sound and loud explosion.  Watching the Kittyhawks returning to base at the 
R.A.A.F. Aerodrome after the raiders left, we noticed three did the Victory Roll, which 
indicated three bombers were downed. 
 
Later in the afternoon an Army motor cyclist delivered a letter to me addressed to the Officer-
in-Charge, Police, Darwin, from the Military Commandant, Major-General Blake, advising 
that civil police could leave Darwin.  The maintenance of law and order would be taken over 
by the Provost Corps (military police).  Only civilians remaining in Darwin were those 
engaged on essential services.  Permission to leave was a great relief to all of us. But one 
constable was to remain as driver for Judge Wells, Liaison Officer between the civil and 
military authorities.  Constable Lionel McFarland, in charge at Parap, volunteered for this 
duty to which I readily assented.  I spent most of the rest of the day going through documents 
taken from the safe in the superintendent's office in the abandoned police station on the 
Esplanade, keeping some and burning others.  Next day 5th April, we were busy packing and 
preparing for departure to temporary headquarters at Alice Springs. 
 
About noon seven Japanese bombers came over, and after being greeted by fire from Anti-
aircraft batteries, were scattered by our Kittyhawk fighters and dumping their bombs all over 
the place instead of in a regular pattern.  Arriving at Adelaide River in the evening, next 
morning I reported to the railway transport officer, an Army Lieutenant.  He allotted space 
for our vehicles on the next train on flat top trucks, and we were soon on our way to the 
railhead at Larrimah, four miles from the old railhead at Birdum.  Disembarking we lost no 
time driving on to Alice Springs on the partly completed new bitumen road.  Reporting to 
Superintendent Stretton I handed over cash and documents.  On a building construction job 
close to the police station, two workers I recognized as the A.R.P. men mentioned in letter 
No.6 who deserted their post at Adelaide River, and absconded with a Commonwealth 
Government car.  Warrants had been issued by me for their arrest, but apart from recovering 
the Commonwealth Government car, police at Alice Springs had done nothing else. 
Reporting to the Superintendent he detailed a constable to accompany me in picking the two 
men up.  Questioned at the police station, they admitted leaving their post at Adelaide River 
in a Government car, but denied reports they sold food they were supposed to issue free to 
evacuees.  Refused bail, and brought before the court next morning they were defended by a 
Darwin barrister, Brough Newell.  I prosecuted, and was the only witness who testified.  But 
after the defendants told Magistrate Norman Bell of their sufferings during the air raids on 
Darwin, he dismissed the charges.  Being young men if they had remained in Darwin, they 
probably would have been called up for military service.  But getting through the army road 
block at The Narrows with Government Orders issued to them as A.R.P. volunteers, they 
obtained Australian jobs as building workers in Alice Springs. 
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A panel from the Display “Police During World War 2” Recently Exhibited by the Society at 

the Old Commonwealth Bank Building in Darwin Mall 
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50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BOMBING OF DARWIN – 1992 
 
Recently Norma and I spent two weeks at Bowen where preparations were being made for the 
filming of the Baz Luhrmann film, “Australia”, starring Nicole Kidman and Hugh Jackman.  
The set is a reconstruction of Darwin’s China town in the 1938-42 era, and the film will 
feature the bombing of Darwin.  This prompted me to include part of a letter recalling this 
event written by Clarrie Rogan (86) of Wellington NSW to my mother-in-law (93) on the 
9.6.1992. Saus Grant 
 
Dear Flo 
  I had a great time in Darwin with a total of eight of the original crew from my 
first ship H.M.A.S. Deloraine which was tied up to the 1st Buoy nearest the wharf and the 
ammunition ship “Neptuna” with the “Barossa” on the other side of the wharf when the first 
air raid hit Darwin on the 19.2.1942.  The “Neptuna” exploded with direct hits with “stick” 
bombs, and a photo of this incredible explosion was taken by a sailor on the Corvette 
“Katoomba” which was in the floating deck behind us.  The photo shows our ship 
“Deloraine” in the foreground and the “Neptuna” explosion in the background, and is 
displayed in the Museum out at East Point.   
 
  Although we that are still living have met at previous Corvette National Re-
Unions in 1987 and 1990, this one was special being the 50th Anniversary of the bombing of 
Darwin.  It also brought back many memories of that fateful day and how lucky we were to 
survive and our ship without a scratch, so to speak, whilst other ships were sinking all around 
us.  We had only come into Darwin harbour the night before the raid with a Dutch freighter 
the Admiral Halstead which had a cargo of 14,000 drums of aviation fuel – we had escorted 
her across the Arafura Sea in what was the “run out” of a cyclone at sea arriving in Darwin at 
about 6pm at night with very little oil fuel left.  We tied up to No.1 buoy and closed down 
both boilers in preparation for boiler cleaning the next day, so when  the raid started at about 
10am we were unable to “get under way” (move the ship) because we had no steam up.  We 
managed to raise steam on one boiler after the raids (there were two on that first day) and go 
around the sinking ships picking up survivors.  Our ship motor boat had been plucking 
survivors out of the burning oil on the water – their skin would come off their forearms as 
you pulled them into the boat.  There is so much more that happened on that day and the days 
that followed – we eventually did get our boiler clean over on the West Arm which your 
family would be familiar with.  Crew was sent ashore to cut scrub to camouflage the ship.  
We did not know what was going on ashore but we sure did know what was happening in the 
harbour.  There are two books that are available through your local Public Library which will 
tell you all about what happened on the 22.2.42 – they are “Australia’s Pearl Harbour” by 
Douglas Lockwood and “Darwin 1942” by Timothy Hall, the latter gives a detailed account 
of the Royal Commission into “What happened in Darwin on the 19th Feb 42 and in the days 
and weeks after”.  Both books make compelling reading.  I did not know until three years ago 
that there had been a Royal Commission into the Darwin Raid, the findings of the 
Commission will make your hair stand on end.   
 
  For the reunion, we all stayed at the Travelodge Motel.  On the Thursday we 
were taken on a cruise around the harbour on the Patrol Boats, then morning tea at the Naval 
Base then the Official Reception.  On Wednesday (19th) the main day we attended the 
Commonwealth Service at the Bicentennial Park which was very moving, very well 
organized with all the school children from the various schools in attendance. 
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GOING BANANAS! 
 
After reading this, you'll NEVER look at a banana in the same way again!  (That is if they 
ever become affordable again.) 
 
Bananas contain three natural sugars - sucrose, fructose and glucose.  Combined with fibre, 
a banana gives an instant, sustained and substantial boost of energy.  Research has proven 
that just two bananas provide enough energy for a strenuous 90-minute workout. 
 
Smoking: 
Bananas can also help people trying to give up smoking.  The B6, B12 they contain, as well 
as the potassium and magnesium found in them, help the body recover from the effects of 
nicotine withdrawal. 
 
Anemia: 
High in iron, bananas can stimulate the production of hemoglobin in the blood and so helps 
in cases of anemia. 
 
Blood Pressure: 
This unique tropical fruit is extremely high in potassium yet low in salt, making it the 
perfect way to beat blood pressure.  So much so, the US Food and Drug Administration has 
just allowed the banana industry to make official claims for the fruit's ability to reduce the 
risk of blood pressure and stroke. 
 
Ulcers: 
The banana is used as the dietary food against intestinal disorders because of its soft texture 
and smoothness.  It is the only raw fruit that can be eaten without distress in over-chronicler 
cases. It also neutralizes over-acidity and reduces irritation by coating the lining of the 
stomach. 
 
Constipation: 
High in fibre, including bananas in the diet can help restore normal bowel action, helping to 
overcome the problem without resorting to laxatives. 
 
Hangovers: 
One of the quickest ways of curing a hangover is to make a banana milkshake, sweetened 
with honey.  The banana calms the stomach and, with the help of the honey, builds up 
depleted blood sugar levels, while the milk soothes and re-hydrates your system. 
 
Strokes: 
According to research in "The New England Journal of Medicine," eating bananas as part of a 
regular diet can cut the risk of death by strokes by as much as 40%!  So, a banana really is a 
natural remedy for many ills.  When you compare it to an apple, it has four times the protein, 
twice the carbohydrates, three times the phosphorus, five times the vitamin A and iron, and 
twice the other vitamins and minerals. It is also rich in potassium and is one of the best value 
foods around. 
 
So maybe its time to change that well-known phrase so that we say, "A banana a day keeps 
the doctor away!" 
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FRANCIS DAVIDSON DEANS AND JOAN McINTYRE (DEANS) 

Francis Davidson DEANS was born on the 3rd July, 1908, 
and was appointed to the Northern Territory Police Force on 
the 6th November, 1933. 
 
Suffering ill health as the result of severe hardships as a 
Japanese prisoner-of-war (for three and a half years in 
WW2), he resumed duty at Alice Springs in June 1946, 
where it was believed the climate would be more beneficial 
to his health. 
 
Constable Deans married Joan Leroy on the 12th December, 
1946, and with his wife proceeded to Hatches Creek in a 
utility where he took charge of the station from Constable 
Kennett. 
 
Senior Constable Deans was then officer-in-charge of Harts 
Range for much of 1950, after Hatches Creek Police Station 
was temporarily closed due to staff shortages. 
 

Senior Constable Deans retired on medical grounds on the 8.5.1951, and passed away in 
1967. 
 
Joan Leroy was a nursing Sister in the Queen Alexandria Army Nursing Service on loan from 
the Royal Navy, and worked in Military Hospitals at Bonegilla and other Military Hospitals 
in NSW.  Joan was fascinated by the Australian inland, which induced her to join the 
Commonwealth Medical Service and accept a transfer to the Alice Springs Hospital, a 
decision she never regretted. 
 
The following light hearted account of life at Hatches Creek was penned by Joan, and first 
appeared in the June, 1968 edition of CITATION under the title of 
 

“A GREENHORN IN THE BUSH”. 
 
Joyce Johnson has already written her story about Hatches Creek, but this is the tale of what 
happened to a poor Pommy b…… who fell into the hands of the N.T. Police. 
 
At least I can say we had a true "bush" wedding at the Bungalow - the real Alice Springs. 
"Skipper" Partridge did the deed.  Nearly all the guests were Police or Sisters from the 
hospital.  It certainly wasn't a fashionable reception - just a real good old Territory party, with 
a trestle table out on the lawn and a case of beer donated by "Ly" Underdown.  Jack Stokes 
and John Donegan cranked the gramophone and we danced on the verandah. 
 
Next day we set out for Hatches with all our worldly goods in the back of an old ute. We 
camped under the O.T. line and took three days to get to Hatches.  Jack Stokes sent a wire "If 
Deans Not Yet Arrived - Suggest You Search."  Cheeky cow!  Did he reckon we were going 
to hot foot it to work and duty in the middle of a honeymoon? 
 
My dearly beloved got a rude shock when he found his "Pom" had never seen a kangaroo 
outside a zoo before, and couldn't roll a swag.  But he thought right to the end that he taught 
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me to cook over a camp fire, when actually I learned years before at despised Guide camps in 
the UK.  Boy, was it hot!  We had a blow-out and the jack sank through the bitumen as if it 
were butter.  At Murray Downs we spent half a day in the water-hole. 
 
I don't quite know how I imagined Hatches Creek would be, but any ideas of mine were 
coloured by Welsh coal mines with overhead derricks and gantries and slag heaps.  I just 
never imagined a "field" five miles long with scattered camps consisting of bough sheds and 
mines that were literally just holes in the ground.  At least the Police Station was a good solid 
house.  It was not the one where Joyce Johnson lived but three miles further on at Kangaroo 
Water Hole.  It had been built as a hospital by the indentured Chinese who were moved to the 
Wolfram Field from some island when war was declared.  It had big wide verandahs and was 
very cool, being made of puddled antbed, and the inside walls had at the top 12 inches of fly-
wire to assist the circulation of air.  It was a lovely house and I feel very sad that it has since 
burnt down.   
 
There was a big "flat" in front of it and then the water hole.  We had a nice garden with the 
goat and horse yards beyond.  But the old Police "camp" - the camp set up by Clive and Jane 
Graham before the war - had been across the creek.  Tiny took over from them and nearly 
every night we had to go across and inspect this site.  I could tell you just where all the tents 
and the iron kitchen were!  Joyce Johnson tells me the dixies and huge iron kettle from this 
camp ended up in her kitchen, and she thought this "Tiny" must have been a giant to need 
such huge cooking pots. 
 
Life at Hatches Creek was usually very peaceful and uneventful, with the mail plane once a 
fortnight and the trucks from Wallis Fogarty's once a week.  Incidentally, when Tiny died, I 
had a card all the way from Canada from Frank Rowett who used to drive this truck. 
 
Tiny and the Trackers - Mick and Chubbity - attended to the Police horses and duties and I 
attended to the Post office and the sick.  These latter were usually minor, but could 
sometimes be dramatic - like the Sunday morning when one chap was cutting the week's 
wood and the head flew off the axe and buried itself in his mate's knee.  Well in those days 
there were no medica1 radio calls on Sunday, so I just had to stitch up that knee, and later we 
sent him to the Alice by plane.  He was fortunate - I had proper sutures and needles by then 
and a local anaesthetic.  Once before I was caught with a badly gashed forehead and nothing 
but black linen thread and an ordinary needle.  Luckily, the patient in that case had been "on" 
the brandy and didn't need an anaesthetic, anyway he didn't get one! 
 
The Tracker's mother-in-law rolled in the fire and badly burnt one arm.  I brought her down 
and housed her in a cell, so I could dress it daily, until, when it was almost healed, she 
vanished. I asked Mick where she had gone.  "Serve 'im right-let 'im go and dead in the 
bush." he said.  He couldn't bear his ma-in-law. 
 
Registering of motor vehicles was a very humorous, albeit exasperating chore, at Hatches.  
There were several vehicles on the field which were allegedly "cars".  They were known as 
"the flea", "the buggy" and so on, and were real bitzers. 
 
The conversation would go something like this:  
Tiny: "Good-day Jack, what can I do for you?"  
Jack: "I want to register my old bomb." 
Tiny: "Right, now what make?" 
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Jack: "Well, I don't rightly know.  It's a Chev engine in a Ford chassis and she's got Dodge 
wheels."  
Tiny: "Oh, hell!  Well, what's the engine number?"  
Jack: "Well, it's like this - you know that old engine that was lying out the back of 
McKenzies?  Well, I took that and Ben Poist gave me some pistons and Roy Khan gave me 
some more spare parts:" 
Tiny (groaning):  "Come and have a cuppa tea, Jack." 
 
But "the flea" was a Godsend when we got a big rain and all the creeks came down. When the 
plane could not land, they put six blackfellows on the job and they carried "the flea" across 
all the creeks, she was so light. 
 
When the Census was on, we lined up all the blacks and began to fill in their papers for them, 
but we got some funny answers.  To cap it all, when one chap was asked his wife's name, he 
dashed outside and said to his mate.  "What name that old woman of mine?"  I got vague 
answers to ages, so when one earnestly told me his wife was "little bit middle aged", I put it 
down as 35 (?). 
 
I think the sunsets at Hatches must be some of the best in the world.  And who wants the 
pictures or TV when they can sit on the verandah and see the sky aflame in colours no 
technicolour can match? – not me!  I spent the best years of my life at Hatches and made 
some of my best friends there.  I was so very thrilled to see and hear from them when Tiny 
"slipped his hobbles". 

Joan DEANS, Aldgate, S.A. 
 
Bruce, the eldest of Tiny and Joan’s six children returned to the 
Territory in 1969, and he and his family are long standing residents 
of Alice Springs.  Mrs Deans with Son Bruce at Hatches Creek 
Waterhole (Photo) 
 
Sadly Joan McIntyre, formerly Deans, died on 29th December, 
2006.  Former NT Police Officer and Museum Society member, 
Bert Mettam, forwarded to us the eulogy he gave at Joan’s funeral 
which took place on the 4th January, 2007. 
 
“. . . I am here to speak of my beloved long time friend of 60 years Joan McIntyre.  I was 
proud to be asked to be Best Man for her wedding to my wartime mate and long time friend 
Frank (Tiny) Deans. 
 
Joan left us with a lasting impression of a true lady remembered for her great capacity to love 
her family and care for others.  Joan loved helping people especially those in need of help 
mentally or physically and she had a great gift of sensing those so troubled, and organising 
help.  When living on those isolated police stations Joan had a great respect and affinity for 
those Aborigines living in their tribal lands, providing medical help and support. 
 
We will remember Joan's sense of adventure and love of life that led to her seeing Australia 
before she was to return to England at the end of the war.  She joined the Commonwealth 
Medical Service and was posted to Alice Springs Hospital.  It was here she met and fell in 
love with Tiny.  The wedding party was unique and consisted of the AIM Padre, the 
bridesmaid, a nurse from the Alice Springs hospital, me the policeman as best man, the 
Matron of Honour and Host were the Superintendent and Matron of the local Aboriginal 
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Settlement.  Shortly before the party broke up the groom started up his utility and Joan and 
Tiny drove off, to begin their adventurous life together and spent their wedding night in a 
rolled out swag in a sandy creek bed further out of town.  I fell in love with Sheila, and when 
we married the four of us became life long friends. 
 
We all know about the many young people Joan taught to swim in the family pool at Aldgate, 
what people may not know is that it started at the Kangaroo waterhole at Hatches Creek. I 
have a photo at home of Joan placing a 6 month old Bruce in the water; people may think this 
is a modern day approach introducing infants to water safety but Joan was way ahead of other 
swimming instructors. 
 
I will always remember Joan as a happy person always opening her home to friends and when 
Tiny and Joan moved their young family to Aldgate, the Mettams would visit often and 
always be welcomed in her home. 
 
Joan was a person of tremendous courage, which was displayed when Tiny died and Joan 
determinately raised her family on her own while still helping others when needed and 
continuing her career as a nurse.  Her courage was again evident when she battled Parkinson's 
disease; Joan never complained and was still determined to live life to the full.  
 
Friends were always very important to Joan and when Joan married Lester they enjoyed those 
years spent travelling and reuniting with old Territory friends until illness forced her to stay 
closer to home.  Joan still kept her regular Friday dinner with her close friends until very 
recently. 
 
Joan leaves us, but in doing so she has left us a lasting memory to live by of “Kindness in 
another’s trouble, courage in your own". 
 
 Farewell Joan, we all loved you. . .  “ 
 

 
Mrs McIntyre (formerly Deans) receiving Frank’s Police Long Service Medal from 

Commissioner Brain Bates in 1999 
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THE PETROV AFFAIR 
 
The following are extracts from former Commissioner Bill McLaren's manuscript, “The 
Northern Territory and its Police Forces”:- 
 
On the 3rd April 1954, the news media announced to the Australian people, and in fact to the 
people of the world, that Vladimir Petrov, a secretary of the Soviet Embassy at Canberra, had 
defected.  
 
Cabinet met at Parliament House Canberra on the 13th April 1954 and the Prime Minister, 
Mr Menzies informed Cabinet that Petrov, 3rd Secretary of the Soviet Embassy had claimed 
political asylum in Australia, and had made available a mass of documents.  Cabinet was also 
informed that the Royal Commission Act should immediately be amended to compel the 
attendance of witnesses at Royal Commissions.  At another meeting on 19th April 1954, 
Cabinet decided that if Mrs Petrov asked for political asylum she would be granted it. 
 
Mrs Petrov did not know where her husband was or how he was.  The Soviet Embassy 
decided that she should return to Russia.  On the 19th April she was placed in a car at 
Canberra with a Soviet courier seated on each side of her in the rear compartment.  The 
Embassy's second secretary Kislitsin sat on the front seat next to the driver.  They drove to 
Sydney where the guards Rarpinsky and Zarkov appeared to practically drag her across the 
Sydney airport where, in the process, one of her shoes came off. 
 
They there boarded a B.O.A.C. Constellation for their overseas flight.  The first stop was to 
be at Darwin.  Enroute to Darwin messages were received at Canberra including one that the 
couriers were armed. 
 
Mr Leydin, the Acting Administrator and Mr Keith Edmunds, the Crown Law officer were 
present at the airport when the plane arrived.  They were to ascertain from Mrs Petrov as to 
whether she wished to remain in Australia or return to her own country.  Also at the airport 
were the following police;- Superintendent W.C. Littlejohn, Senior Inspector W. McKinnon, 
Sergeants S.J. Bowie and G.L. Ryall, Senior Constables L.J. McFarland, L.C. Hook, and F.J. 
Fay and Constables T. Hollow, W.J. Taylor, A.F. Metcalfe, J.S. Kilworth, A.D. Wilson, G.E. 
Raabe, E.J. Davis, J.B. Tiernan and A.C. Ross. 
 
As the passengers disembarked at Darwin, Mrs Petrov and her escorts were the last to leave 
the plane.  Shortly after setting foot on the ground it was alleged that the Soviet escorts made 
suspicious moves, Zarkov made a gesture toward his pocket and Karpinsky reached for his 
armpit.  The police quickly moved in and disarmed them. Mrs Petrov went to an office at the 
airport with Mr Leydin.  After a telephone conversation with her husband she agreed to 
remain in Australia.  Mr Leydin offered her asylum in Australia and she later drove with him 
to Government House.  
 
The Russian escorts reboarded the aircraft with the other passengers and they continued their 
flight overseas. 
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A CROOK COOK 
 
The following article appeared in "The Stockman’s Hall of Fame” dated September, 2001.  It 
is reproduced courtesy of the “The Stockman’s Hall of Fame” and the author Dave Allworth.  
Dave Allworth lived and worked in the Northern Territory for 10 years between 1959 and 
1969. 
 
In 1963 I took Wave Hill bullocks to Helen Springs. 
 
Walking Vestey cattle right through to Queensland finished about the end of the 50s when the 
Merryvale road train base was built.  Wave Hill and Kimberley bullocks, from Vestey 
properties, only walked as far as Helen Springs and then were either spelled for a year or 
trucked straight through to Queensland.  On the one hand we lost the long trips but the road 
trains were good for backloading your horses.   
 
Previously drovers walked their plants out from Camooweal at the start of the season, 
whereas now you could truck them straight out to Helen as backloading, and if you were 
taking Vestey cattle you got a fairly cheap rate.  This gave you 2-3 weeks up your sleeve and 
kept the plant in better condition. 
 
I took delivery of the first mob at Wave Hill on Anzac Day.  I've forgotten all the other dates 
but I remember that one.  I had Bob Somerville as cook, Tom Ah Fat was horsetailing and I 
had two blacks from Yuendumu and myself with the cattle. Bob Somerville was a good man.  
I'd lined him up the year before when I was horse-breaking on Thorntonia towards the end of 
the season.  He was cooking in the camp at Thorntonia and wanted to see the west.  He was a 
good mechanic too.  Three days after I took delivery, the truck blew a head gasket near Red 
Rock bore.  We had a spare gasket and Bob put it in, it would have been a pretty daunting 
task without him. 
 
Anyway things went smoothly and we yarded the mob at Pussy Cat dip.  We were dipping 
the next day.  Then I made my big mistake. I had to drive into Top Springs to send a couple 
of telegrams.  Bob wanted a few beers and by 8.30 I was ready to head back to camp.  But 
Bob was just getting started.  He was pretty drunk and refused point blank to get on the truck.  
Next day I drove back to Top Springs but to no avail, he was settling in for a good bender and 
was not going to move.  That put me in a fix because you couldn't go into the Murranji short 
handed. 
 
There was a skinny looking bloke who was hanging around Top Springs looking for work so 
I put him on.  He couldn't cook much and could hardly sit a horse but at least he could drive 
the truck, so away we went.  Five or six days later we were dinner camped between number 
12 and 11.  The new cook (he called himself Brian but he had many names) was pulled up on 
dinner camp with us.  Later on when I was getting ready to move the bullocks off dinner 
camp, he said he'd left a saucepan back at the previous night camp and was going to drive 
back and pick it up.  That was OK, no fuss, he could catch us up later. 
 
So we get onto night camp and there is no sign of him.  I sent Barney, one of the blacks back 
to look for him.  I reckon he must have got a puncture or something. Coming on dark I settled 
the mob, we got the fire going, tied up the night horses, no truck in sight, no tucker, no swags 
and no water and 1250 bullocks in the middle of the Murranji.  Barney returned about 7.30, it 
was well and truly dark by then and tells me he found the saucepan at the last campsite but 
the truck kept on going back to Top Springs. 
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Well I've got to say I'm an atheist but someone was looking down on me that night. Not long 
after Barney gets back, the bore maintenance mob drove up.  They were travelling late.  
Mostly they have a good camp set by 4.30.  There were three of them in the big orange 7 ton 
Ford, with water and tucker, but the most important thing, a radio.  They radioed Dave Napier 
the stock inspector and the police.  Dave was camped near Pussy Cat somewhere.  He was a 
big tough bloke.  In those days he still had both arms and knew how to use them.  I'm told he 
held a heavyweight title at some stage.  Dave drove into camp about 9.30 or 10.  By that time 
the bore mob had given us a feed and a drink of tea so we weren't feeling so bad.  Then Dave 
drove back to look for the bastard. 
 
The cook had driven the truck almost back to Top Springs and pulled into a bit of scrub, then 
walked the last mile or so into the roadhouse and picked up his stolen car which he had 
parked there and drove it out to the truck.  Then he loaded everything he needed into the car 
and took off for Katherine. 
 
Dave couldn't see his tracks where he turned off that night but first thing next morning he 
picked up the tracks and found the truck.  I had the truck back 9am next morning, less a lot of 
personal effects, tucker, tobacco etc.  We were short handed for another two days until the 
Vestey road boss Graham Johns brought me out another man. 
 
They arrested him in Darwin as he tried to pass one of my cheques. 
 
A few months later Dave Napier and myself were reflecting on that night when he drove 
back.  The cook must have been just off the road loading his car when Dave drove past not 50 
yards away.  If Dave had seen the tracks and driven in he might have got a hot reception.  
You don't really know how desperate the cook was.  I had 2 guns on the truck -   a.303 and a 
.22 - so it was just as well Dave didn't find him that night.  
 

Dave Allworth, Thornleigh, NSW 2120. 
 
In 1963 a man named Rogers pleaded guilty to all charges in Darwin Court.  Sergeant Frank 
Cronshaw was the prosecutor and Mr Leader SM was the Magistrate.   
 
Rogers had a number of prior convictions and was sentenced to 12 months for some of the 
offences and committed for sentence for the more serious charges. 
 

- -oOo- - 
 
FOR SALE – SOME HUMOROUS ANECDOTES OF POLICE LIFE IN THE BUSH 

 
The Rain Bird by James John Alexander is an account of his 12 years in the NT Police from 
1952 to 1964.  During this time, Jim was stationed at Katherine, Tennant Creek, Wave Hill, 
Lake Nash, Rankine River, Anthony's Lagoon and Alice Springs.  At the time of his 
resignation, Jim was the Detective Sergeant in charge of Darwin CIB. 
Copies are available from the Society for $18 which includes GST and postage. 
 
Fremantle with a warrant to extradite DaCosta to Darwin far the murder of Koklas. 
 
Much scientific evidence was gathered as well as all the connecting evidence involving 
matters referred to and other detailed evidence. 
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On 29th April 1968, Jose Manuel DaCosta was charged in the Supreme Court in Darwin, 
before Mr Justice Blackburn, with the murder of Andreas Koklas. He was represented at the 
trial and pleaded not guilty.  The Crown called a total of 45 witnesses from various parts of 
Australia.  The trial lasted for 13 days at the conclusion of which the jury retired for one hour 
and twelve minutes following which they returned a verdict of guilty of murder.  DaCosta 
was sentenced to death, but this was later commuted to life imprisonment.  DaCosta appealed 
to the Privy Council. The conviction for murder was upheld. 
 
This was a case which illustrated the effectiveness of close co-operation between the police 
forces of the States and Territory in bringing to justice a criminal who committed an offence 
in an isolated part of Australia. 

THE KOKLAS MURDER 
 
From former Commissioner Bill McLaren's manuscript, “The Northern Territory and its 
Police Forces”:- 
 
Perhaps the most brutal murder for the year was that of Andreas Koklas on or about the 13th 
January 1968 at the Barkly Highway, about 8 miles west of Soudan Station in the Northern 
Territory.  Andreas Koklas had befriended Jose Manual DaCosta when he deserted a ship in 
Darwin. 
 
While he, DaCosta, was hiding from the authorities, Koklas helped get signatures for a 
petition which had a strong influence on the Commonwealth Government rescinding a 
deportation order and eventually allowing DaCosta to become a naturalized Australian 
citizen.  Late in 1967 Andreas Koklas and Jose Manuel DaCosta went to Melbourne, via 
Alice Springs and Adelaide, arriving there in December.  Koklas stayed with his girl friend in 
Prahran and DaCosta stayed at Port Melbourne and met Lorna Holden. 
 
On 19th January 1968 Koklas and DaCosta left Melbourne to return to Darwin via the eastern 
states.  The day following each day's progress north, Koklas telephoned his girl friend as to 
their progress.  She last received a telephone call from him on the 12th January when he 
reported that they were at Camooweal in Queensland, near the Northern Territory border.  
She did not hear from him after that and on becoming alarmed contacted the police.  When he 
did not arrive in Darwin he was reported to the police as a missing person. 
 
On 13th February 1968, two Aboriginal stockmen reported to the Avon Downs Police Station 
that they had found a body under some boughs just off the Barkly Highway about 8 miles 
west of Soudan Station in the Northern Territory.  Constable Harry Cox, the officer-in-charge 
of Avon Downs went to the scene which was 197 miles east of the junction of the Barkly 
Highway with the Stuart Highway.  
 
The badly decomposed body dressed in a singlet and underpants was 46 feet south of the 
highway.  Constable Cox was later joined by Detective Sergeant McMahon, the Coroner and 
a doctor from Alice Springs.  The skull of the deceased was badly crushed.  On the ground 
near the head was a large blood stained rock weighing 35 pounds.  The body was conveyed to 
the Alice Springs Hospital where a post-mortem examination was carried out.  Seven ribs at 
the back of the left side of the chest were fractured and ten frontal ribs were similarly 
fractured.  There was a hole about 6 inches by 4 inches above and behind the left ear.  The 
skull was shattered into 17 pieces with innumerable fractures.   
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Although the age, height and colour of the hair tallied with that of Koklas, decomposition of 
the body made positive identification difficult.  It was found that dental work on one of the 
teeth had been performed by a Darwin dentist.  A transparency of the skull prepared by South 
Australian police superimposed on a photograph of Koklas showed measurements to be the 
same.  A brother was convinced that the body was that of Koklas.  
 
Koklas and DaCosta had been travelling in a Valiant utility number N.T. 27-195. Much 
publicity was given concerning the murder and requests were made for assistance. 
 
A Flight Sergeant reported that when he stopped for petrol at Frewena on the Barkly 
Highway on 13th January 1968 a Valiant utility was parked near him.  Later that afternoon he 
saw the same utility at the Threeways Motel and spoke to its sole occupant.  He later 
identified him as DaCosta. 
 
At the Threeways Motel, DaCosta sold a movie camera and transistor radio which had 
belonged to Koklas.  When the film which was in the camera was developed it showed scenes 
at Mt Isa.  Koklas was shown wearing grey shorts, black shoes, socks and a wrist watch.  The 
licensee of the Threeways stated that DaCosta had arrived at 6pm and paid $4.00 for the use 
of a room in which to wash and change and within two hours had driven off in the Valiant 
utility.   
 
Three transport drivers, the manager of the Wauchope Hotel and a cafe proprietor in Alice 
Springs all recognized DaCosta as he travelled south in the Valiant utility.  Late on 14th 
January the number N.T. 27-195 was recorded at a petrol station at Kulgera.  This number 
belonged to a Valiant utility registered in the name of Andreas Koklas.  At Port Augusta, 
DaCosta was identified as the driver of the Valiant utility which called at a garage with a 
jammed horn on 15th January 1968. 
 
From inquiries in Melbourne it was learned from Lorna Holden that DaCosta arrived back 
there on 16th January driving the Valiant Utility.  With the assistance of the Victoria Police 
the Valiant utility was located at Monna Motors where it had been sold on 22nd January by a 
man signing the name of Andreas Koklas.  He was later identified as DaCosta.  Tests 
revealed traces of human blood on the seat cover of the utility. 
 
An employee of the Victorian Railways identified DaCosta as having purchased a single 
ticket on the 22nd January to travel to Perth on 25th January.  Miss Holden confirmed that he 
left Melbourne on that date for Western Australia. 
 
Koklas's girl friend was able to supply a detailed list of property owned by Koklas when he 
left Melbourne to return to Darwin. 
 
On 30th January 1968 a man calling himself Andreas Koklas called at a South Perth branch 
of the Bank of New South Wales.  He presented the Darwin branch pass book of Koklas and 
withdrawal form for $150.00 - which subsequently proved to be a forgery.  He was allowed 
to withdraw $30 and was advised to return to the bank next day, after Darwin had been 
contacted.  He failed to return and the police were notified.  On 16th February detectives 
spoke with DaCosta at the Australian Hotel.  He was in possession of papers and the bank 
book in the name of Koklas.  He told the detectives Koklas had returned to Greece.  When 
Western Australian police became acquainted of the murder investigation regarding Koklas, 
they interviewed DaCosta again. 
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Detective Sergeants Textor and McMahon arrived in 
 
 

 
 

Barkly Highway Murder Scene 
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HUMOUR FOR GRANDPARENTS 
 
My young grandson called the other day to wish me Happy Birthday.  He asked me how old I 
was, and I told him, "62."  He was quiet for a moment, and then he asked, "Did you start at 1?" 
 

***** 
After putting her grandchildren to bed, a grandmother changed into old slacks and a droopy 
blouse and proceeded to wash her hair.  As she heard the children getting more and more 
rambunctious, her patience grew thin.  At last she threw a towel around her head and stormed into 
their room, putting them back to bed with stern warnings.  As she left the room, she heard the 
three-year-old say with a trembling voice, "Who was THAT?"  
 

***** 
A grandmother was telling her little granddaughter what her own childhood was like: "We used 
to skate outside on a pond.  I had a swing made from a tyre; it hung from a tree in our front yard.  
We rode our pony.  We picked wild raspberries in the woods."  
The little girl was wide-eyed, taking this in.  At last she said, "I sure wish I'd gotten to know you 
sooner!" 
 

***** 
My grandson was visiting one day when he asked, "Grandma, do you know how you and God are 
alike?" 
 I mentally polished my halo while I asked, "No, how are we alike?"  
"You're both old," he replied. 
 

***** 
A little girl was diligently pounding away on her grandfather's word processor.  She told him she 
was writing a story.  
"What's it about?" he asked. 
"I don't know," she replied. "I can't read." 
 

***** 
I didn't know if my granddaughter had learned her colours yet, so I decided to test her.  I would 
point out something and ask what colour it was.  She would tell me, and always she was correct.  
But it was fun for me, so I continued.  At last she headed for the door, saying sagely, "Grandma, I 
think you should try to figure out some of these yourself!"  
 

***** 
A Sunday school class was studying the Ten Commandments.  They were ready to discuss the 
last one.  The teacher asked if anyone could tell her what it was.  Susie raised her hand, stood tall, 
and quoted, "Thou shall not take the covers off thy neighbour’s wife." 
 

***** 
Our five-year-old grandson couldn't wait to tell his grandfather about the movie we had 
watched on television, "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea."  The scenes with the submarine and 
the giant octopus had kept him wide-eyed.  In the middle of the telling, my husband 
interrupted Mark, "What caused the submarine to sink?"   
With a look of incredulity Mark replied, "Grandpa, it was the 20,000 leaks!!" 
 

***** 
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDERS – GROOTE EYLANDT 
A POLICEMAN’S POINT OF VIEW 

 
By Sergeant M Gilroy, Katherine 1975. 

It is most unusual to speak to a 20-year-old male Aboriginal 
native of Groote Eylandt and to learn that he has never faced a 
court of law charged with a criminal offence sometime during 
his life.  The majority of the young males of the six major tribes 
on the island appear to feel that it is a necessary part of growing 
up to get involved in crimes which will result in appearance in 
court.  Thirteen or fourteen years of age is usually the time when 
they embark on their 'crime spree' and many will continue this 
course through to their middle twenties.  Others will have a brief 
skirmish with the law and retire from the 'game'.  Young females 
are much more unlikely to be continuously involved in offending 
against the law. 
 
Until comparatively recent times, when a boy reached the age of 
thirteen or fourteen, a tribal uncle was put in charge of him prior 
to his tribal initiation.  The uncle was responsible for the boy 
who had to obey him in all ways, performing menial tasks, 
carrying, cutting and fetching, etc.  In turn he was instructed in 
the arts of fishing, hunting, painting and carving; was taught the 
old traditions, folklore and legends which were so important in 
building a cohesive society.  He was taught the tribal dances and 

some of the secrets.  This training could go on for several years. I have been told that it was 
abolished by the missionaries who frowned on it, seeing it as a form of slavery of the 
youngster.  It is no longer practiced.  The end result of this relationship was that the boy was 
fully initiated and became a man.  It was of course very important to the boy as it was the 
only common acknowledgment that he had become a man and was accepted as such by the 
entire community.  Now there are no thorough initiation ceremonies which herald manhood.  
It would appear that the young people themselves have chosen one; going to Gaol. 
 
I remember speaking to Evan at Thompson Bay, thirty kilometres south of Umbakumba, 
asking him why he had stolen some minor articles from the community store.  He had turned 
thirteen years the week before.  He was an articulate and intelligent boy destined by birth-
right to become an important member of his tribe.  He replied 'because I want to go to Fannie 
Bay'.  Evan had never come under Police notice before, his teachers spoke highly of him as 
being well behaved and polite.  I told him that if he went to court and was sent away he 
would not go to Gaol anyway but would probably go to Essington House.  This didn't please 
him; he said 'No, that is for children. I am a man and I want to go to Fannie Bay’.  The 
community did not want him punished as he was a good boy so he was given a warning and 
his uncle promised to punish him by refusing to let him go to the local pictures for a month. 
One week later Evan was the ringleader of a group who broke into four staff houses stealing 
liquor and goods.  They maliciously damaged property and illegally used motor vehicles.  
Evan was charged along with the others before a children's court at Groote Eylandt and given 
a bond.  He made two other court appearances for similar offences before being sent to 
Essington House.  Each time when questioned why, he said that he wanted to go to Fannie 
Bay, and that he was a man.  It is most likely that he will continue to offend until he realises 
his ambition and hopefully he will then stop but unfortunately there is no guarantee that he 
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will stop as many of his mates do not.  Although this may not be a typical case I know for a 
fact that many other young men and boys have the same outlook.  They boast about their 
imprisonment and with bravado talk about 'the free jet trip'.  Their only regret about Fannie 
Bay appears to be the lack of grog but 'there is good tucker and easy work' and lots of their 
mates are there.  In letters to their brothers and mates they will exhort them to get to Fannie 
Bay as it's a 'real good place'. 
 
Very few offences are committed alone, and if so they are committed by older youths who 
have been in Gaol several times.  If one or two decide to offend, the entire group is bound to 
follow suit or lose face and be called 'chicken'.  It is noteworthy that seven or eight boys will 
carry out offences at the instigation of one who will 'make' them all do what they know is 
wrong.  Their biggest excuse for offending is that someone else 'tempted' them, meaning that 
they could not refuse to join in and risk losing face and friendship.  They could not refuse to 
'help' in an offence, because their brothers made a request for assistance and being Groote 
Eylandt Aboriginals it is unheard of to refuse assistance in any way to your kin, even though 
it be wrongful assistance and punishment would follow.  Helping their kin is carried to 
extreme lengths, often paradoxical.  When the Police arrive at the village to make an arrest 
everyone knows who it is going to be as there are no secrets in such a close community.  
Friends of the offender, not involved with the offence, will often walk away out of earshot so 
that they cannot hear a call for assistance to which they would be bound to react.  That way 
they can say that they didn't hear the request for help to resist arrest, if it came, and honour is 
satisfied and they avoid being in conflict with the Police. 
 
The consumption of liquor or the acquiring of it is responsible for more than 90 per cent of all 
the offences on Groote Eylandt. Larceny, 'break enter and steal', 'illegal use' and assaults are 
the main offences.  To say 'I was drunk' is to them a perfectly valid excuse for whatever 
behaviour led them to be questioned by the Police.  They are in effect saying 'it was not me 
that did that, it was the grog that made me; the grog is to blame, it made me silly'.  The great 
majority of Groote Eylandters, drinkers and non-drinkers alike accept this as an 
understandable and reasonable excuse.  It is the women, children and old people that suffer 
the most.  At Umbakumba where nearly all the males drink at their canteen, brawls are 
commonplace.  A deputation of women told me that every night on drink nights (then four 
nights a week), when darkness falls they hide the spears and axes and take their children and 
old people into the bush to sleep and do not return until dawn when their husbands have slept 
off the grog.  This way they escape the assaults, and their children and the elderly the terror.  
Grog is the ruler of their existence which nearly all men must have and all youngsters aspire 
to have (males that is). The children grow up in an atmosphere where they see with their own 
eyes that all grown-up men put an enormous importance on drinking liquor. Those under 18 
years who have no access to it will get it by other means.  They must get it because it is 
obviously very important to the grown-ups who want it all the time, so they get it by the only 
method open to them on Groote Eylandt; they break into any place where it might be and 
steal it. 
 
Their temperament has a lot to do with their problems which is aggravated by liquor. They 
are volatile and quick to anger.  They are proud of being Groote Eylandters and will tell you 
that they are the best warriors, that none from the mainland ever beat them and that their 
forays into the mainland were always successful and that the mainlanders are still afraid of 
them.  They are masters at intimidation.  They have little or no respect for 'balanda' the 
whiteman.  The only white people that they have respect for, albeit sometime grudgingly, are 
the Police and a few older Europeans who have been on the Eylandt for a long time.  The 
Aboriginal Affairs people, teachers and nurses, again and again have their homes broken into 
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and articles stolen.  As they often break into these people's homes when the occupants are 
inside, asleep usually but not always, I cannot see it as anything but a gesture of contempt.  
Teachers, staff and nurses have been assaulted and abused openly.  The young boys must be 
influenced by their elders' attitudes. 
 
Discipline by parents is non-existent. Sport is non-existent in comparison to the extent it is 
played in places like Bathurst Island, Port Keats and Millingimbi.  The 'warrior' complex gets 
no release in competitive sport.  Boredom and trouble results. Peak crime waves often 
coincide with school holidays.  GEMCO have trade assistant courses for any young 
Aboriginals who wish to learn trades.  They offer good money. Not very many stick it for 
long.  Those who are taught to drive heavy earthmoving equipment etc., often end up using it 
illegally, driving the huge machines through the village at night, whilst under the influence of 
stolen liquor, creating havoc and terrorising the community. 
 
The 'generation gap' is enormous (even greater than our present European society, if 
possible).  The young men are intolerant, outwardly at least, to many of the tribal customs 
which are still revered by the elders, except where death is concerned. Juvenile males pay no 
attention to the will of the elders, even the accepted 'important men' of the community.  This 
is shown again and again when young offenders are bonded by the court and placed in the 
care of councillors or the council and ordered to obey their instructions.  I do not know of one 
offender who was so bonded who did not end up in court again for other offences, continuing 
until he was eventually detained in custody.  Fines never work in my experience, as they are 
only money of which there is plenty on Groote Eylandt.  They are nearly always paid by the 
parents as the boys usually don't work and are thus not punished at all.  The 'white man’s law' 
against 'breaking', stealing and 'illegal use', means nothing to them as the records show.  As 
they heed neither tribal law nor our law, having respect for neither, a complete breakdown of 
order is the inevitable result. 
 
At many village and council meetings there is enthusiastic talk about how the community will 
punish their youthful offenders.  The most common plan that is usually agreed to is that the 
offenders will be placed for a certain period in some remote island, where there is plentiful 
water to drink, stores are left, and they can fish etc., and perhaps have an older guardian with 
them.  This ostracism, in theory, will be the punishment and the law-abiding people of the 
community will be protected.  There is much lengthy talk about this 'plan' and usually a 
unanimous decision is reached that the offenders will leave next morning.  If one calls back 
to the village the next day the offenders are invariably seen lolling about the village living up 
to their 'camp dog' image. 
 
If you find a councillor and ask why the punishment agreed to yesterday was not carried out 
there will be some mumbled excuse.  On a further return the offenders will still be there days 
later.  Call a meeting to find out why they are still in the village and eventually you get the 
shamefaced reply 'they didn't want to go' which of course is a valid reason why they didn't!  
So that's it.  Nobody would dream of making them go, and anyway they are good at the 
moment.  Impasse.  More offences by the same ones. 'Police must fix this'.  ‘We, the council 
tried, we now wash our hands of them', in other words.  This happened again and again.  Fear 
of pay-back?  Lack of interest?  No desire to see young people punished by their own kin?  
Breaking white man’s law not too important? 
 
What alternative is there when they continue to offend with impunity but to have them placed 
in an institution of some sort so that the law abiding people of the community can be 
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protected by the law?  The offenders ostensibly don't mind going to Gaol but how else can 
the rest be protected from their forays and drunken battles? 
 
I can see two main reasons for the ever-growing crime rate which often disrupts the entire 
island.  I will elaborate on the disruption.  When a group of young fellows break into a liquor 
store, their methods of doing so display remarkable ingenuity.  As well as using hacksaws, 
bolt cutters and motor vehicles to open doors, they invariably steal enough to slake the thirst 
of their mates back at the village.  They return half-drunk, drink more and distribute the grog.  
When many are drunk, fights break out over old memories and grudges.  Spears and axes are 
grabbed and running fights result through the village.  Women and children cower in their 
bark huts or flee to the bush to escape the hurtling weapons, thrown by enraged drunks, 
which go through the walls of the bark huts with ease.  Others will jump into vehicles and go 
screaming through the village doing 'wheelies', smashing into huts, and generally making 
hell. Forty to fifty men can be involved in such a fracas.  (This is when the Police are called, 
but that's another story).  When peace eventually prevails, the whole village is too upset to go 
to work the next day.  GEMCO suffer because of a staff shortage; if a GEMCO vehicle is 
used illegally to cause the terror in the village, meetings are called.  More stoppages; trade 
unionists call meetings to stop drunken drivers of bulldozers racing through their camp.  
More meetings, more stringent security measures demanded, etc.  All quiet, until the next 
time.  Many off to Gaol. 
 
The reasons: Introduction of liquor and the breakdown of tribal customs and law, the latter 
accelerated by the former.  For the whole of 1970, about 60 persons had been arrested for 
about 110 charges.  1973 had 200 arrests.  In 1974, 358 persons were arrested for over 700 
charges.  Of the 358 in 1974 many of the offenders were young male Aboriginals and almost 
exclusively the offences were associated with alcohol. All the charges were of a serious 
nature, e.g. B. E. & S, Larceny, Illegal Use of Motor Vehicle, Malicious Damage and 
Aggravated Assaults.  Most had previous convictions and the number of 'recidivists' was 
rising.  In the years prior to 1970 breaks and larcenies associated with drink were 
comparatively few.  Umbakumba got a 'wet canteen' about 1972 but, instead of helping, this 
appeared to aggravate the breaks, as the amount of alcohol allowed was 'not enough' and once 
the taste had been obtained, more had to be got regardless of the method.  Any Aboriginal 
from Angurugu who works for GEMCO could drink at the GEMCO Club plus ten others 
selected by the Village Council.  When I left about fifty Aboriginals drank alongside the 
whites at the Club.  No one under 18 years of course and this age group were the main 
offenders in committing crimes to obtain liquor.  (Fourteen years to 24 years were the ages of 
the bulk of the offenders.)  The old men told me that the open youthful rebellion only started 
about five or six years ago on any scale.  Nearly all blame the grog.  All lament the going of 
the old ways when peace in the village was the rule rather than the exception.  They don't 
know what to do.  They say they want 'long, long Gaol for the bad boys' to keep them out of 
the way. 
 
Writings on cell walls at Groote are interesting and paradoxical, saying for example: 'Tony 
Bara went to Fannie Bay for two years.  That's O.K. but no more trouble for me, the Bay 
getting harder all the time.  I'm finished with Gaol forever because I have a wife to look 
after'.  Dozens and dozens of such sentiments are scratched or written on the wall, many by 
the same person on different occasions.  Genuine enough at the time but once out of Gaol and 
back on the island among their mates it's the old story. 
 
Nanjiwarra Amagula, now a J.P. and M.B.E. and a very level headed and independent man 
believes that the trouble at present is due to liquor and the fact that too many tribes are living 
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together too closely by virtue of the mission village.  He states that it's unnatural for all the 
tribes to be congregated together and the situation although alien to them can be controlled 
fairly well providing that no liquor is available to arouse old memories of ill-will etc., and 
breakdown self control and social inhibitions. 
 
The people at the village exist in a state of barely concealed tension and anxiety which is 
heightened greatly when it is known that many are going to come back to the village drunk.  
A medical doctor on Groote told me that a few years ago it was most unusual to hear of a 
tribal Aboriginal dying from a heart attack.  Quite a few die from heart attacks on Groote 
Eylandt now, possibly underlining the fact of continuous tension which Nanjiwarra speaks of.  
Such tension must affect young 'warriors'. 
 
Nanjiwarra, a traditionalist, tried over a year ago to teach the young boys tribal laws and the 
ways and customs of his people in an attempt to make the trouble cease.  He got a lot of the 
young away to Numbalwa, away from liquor, and he and others taught them for over a 
month.  It failed.  The young spoke scornfully of it all saying it was silly old man stuff. 
 
Possible Remedies 
 
Observations:  Nothing will ever change until the community as a whole openly condemns 
the young men's behaviour, and makes their condemnation felt in some way or other.  It must 
be the whole community, not just one tribe or section.  They must unite and speak out 
vigorously.  I am positive that the young men would not take at all lightly a united dis-
approval from the entire village.  At present they feel that they have a tacit approval or 
disinterest.  Their parents should be made to feel shame that their sons go to Gaol and convey 
that shame to their sons and to the ones who are still young enough not to have made up their 
minds that a 'free jet trip to Gaol' is the in-thing.  Parental and Community disapproval is 
essential.  Continuous disapproval until it becomes the accepted attitude.  The missionaries 
failed miserably here when it all started.  The young girls are made to feel shame, and 
genuinely do, about their sexual indiscretions.  Some girls hide away from the community 
because they have shamed their parents or tribe over these matters.  So why can’t the boys be 
made to feel shame about their anti-social behaviour?  Admittedly shame by the girls over 
sexual behaviour is waning, but that is universal. 
 
All efforts should be made to whip up enthusiasm for competitive sports and have heroes 
made out of the stars instead of the gaolbirds.  Something has to take the place of the 'Gaol 
initiation of Fannie Bay' and competitive sport may be one answer.  Gaol initiation is a 
comparatively new thing; it is not deep rooted.  The parents must be strenuously encouraged 
to remove it and all the people find a substitute that is not anti-social. 
 
An institution should be built on Groote Eylandt itself.  No glamour is associated with the 
local cells.  Being locked up there is actively detested.  It is believed that a local institution 
would be similarly detested. 
 
Courts should take place in the village themselves and all the community encouraged to 
attend to hear spelled out what their boys did.  Few rarely know unless it happens at the 
village and it is hopeless to try to get them to attend the Court House.  Maybe shame can, be 
kindled in this way among the parents.  They will hear what the Magistrates have to say about 
their 'little boy'. 
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By our standards the children are thoroughly spoiled, except the girls nearing puberty. The 
parents let them do what they like from an early age.  But apparently it has been this way for 
ages, so no solution is suggested there. 
 
Groote Eylandters differ from other Aboriginals in that they have long been isolated in many 
ways.  Their 'siege mentality' must have been shaken by the arrival of modern technology in 
the shape of the GEMCO invasion, although they are quick to see its benefits.  They are a 
proud and remarkably self assured people who have no overt feeling of inferiority as is often 
seen in other Aboriginals.  There is no subservience in their dealings with any persons.  It is 
lamentable that these admirable traits have not been channeled positively among the young. 
 
One other thing that could diminish a yen for Gaol would be if they were sent to differing 
institutions, i.e. Alice Springs, Yatala, etc., completely away from their country and kept 
separate from each other in Gaol instead of being among a large group of hell raisers.  I think 
that this would be most unpleasant for them and could well be the deterrent needed.  Alone 
and among strangers in an alien climate, there would be nothing to boast about.  It would be a 
true punishment for their wrong doings and not an attraction for others to emulate their 
behaviour and receive a doubtful punishment intended as a correcting medium. 
 
First published in the Australian Police College Magazine, a copy of the above article was 
forwarded to out Society by Michael’s widow, Valerie.  
   
Michael Seamus Peter GILROY was born in Northern Ireland on 15.6.1938.  Michael joined 
the Northern Territory Police on 7.10.1968.  He served in General Duties and CIB in Darwin 
and Nightcliff, then General Duties at Daly River from December 1970.  Early promotion to 
Sergeant Third Class necessitated his transfer from Daly River in December, 1972. 
 
Michael served at Groote Eylandt from December 1973 till mid 1975 when he was promoted 
to Sergeant 1st Class.  By September 1975 when this article was written, he was Station 
Sergeant at Katherine, where he served until August 1977. 
 
 Michael was promoted to Inspector and stationed at Tennant Creek from August 1977 till 
December 1979.  He then served at Alice Springs till August 1983, and resigned in April 
1985 while serving as a Chief Inspector at the Training Centre, Darwin. 
 
Michael and Valerie lived in retirement in New Zealand, and later in Adelaide.  Tragically 
Michael died of cancer on 14.4.1996. 
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